Price List
For Dance Oﬀerings and Workshops with Paramjyoti C. Stieber

Dance with
Live Music

Duration

Fee

Fee for musician/s

Explination and comment

Dance
Presentation

20-30 min.
Dance

505 Euro

600 Euro

A poetical dance presentation to emphasise the grandeur of your special event

300 Euro / musician

Paramjyoti´s performance is an artistic, aesthetic and subtle energetic contribution
which aims to uplifts your event and make it an unforgettable experience

possible to
add e.g. 30
min. music in
order to create
a full evening
event

Dance Concert

1,5 hours

It is best to have two
musicians or more, in
order to have melody
as well as percussion

808 Euro

600 Euro
300 Euro / musician
It is best to have two
musicians or more, in
order to have melody
as well as percussion

A meditative up to ecstatic concert in meditatives bis ekstatisches Konzert. Es lädt
vor allem zum Mittanzen ein.
Paramjyoti wird alleine und mit den Anwesenden tanzen. Auf jeden Fall wird sie die
Menschen einladen zum Mittanzen.
Paramjyoti bespricht mit den Musikern das Programm und nimmt in solchen Veranstaltungen vor allem eine unterstützende, betende, segnende Haltung ein.

Dance with
Live Music

Duration

Fee

Fee for musician/s

Explination and comment

Dance Ritual

1,5 hours

1008 Euro

600 Euro musician

The Dance Ritual is one of the jewels of Paramjyoti ´s work.

300 Euro / musician
It is best to have two
musicians or more, in
order to have melody
as well as percussion

In a Dance Ritual she dances first for the assembly as a whole. In case the Dance
Ritual is embedded into the context of a celebration, e.g. an aniversary, a vernissage,
etc., Paramjyoti will refer to its theme and oﬀer her dance as a blessing to enhance
the event and its purpose.
She usually oﬀers individual dance dedications during a Dance Ritual. Usually up to
max.12 people may receive a mirrow reflection of where their soul is at.
Occasionally, people want to join into her dancing for them, which most of the time is
possible and welcome. Usually, people who receive the dance, simply stand up from
their seat, so it is more easy for Paramjyoti to distinguish their energy from the one of
the crowd.
It is usually towards the end of Dance Ritual, that Paramjyoti starts whirling, as most
people know it from the Dervishes of the Sufitradition. It can easily take 10-20 minutes, during which the audience is invited to tune in by singing a simple spiritual song.
Energetically we can compare this part to a fire ceremony: we sit in a circle around a
center, oﬀering our prayers, or whatever is on our hearts, and allow transformation to
take place, mainly and foremost of course, in our own hearts. Paramjyoti ´s whirling
creates a magnetism and encourages to take a step beyond what is know.
After the oﬃcial end, it happens from time to time, that many people want to join into
the dance themselves. This is, if the energy commands it, of course possible and
very welcome.

Workshop
Half Day

3 hours

855 Euro

300 Euro / musician
It is best to have two
musicians or more, in
order to have melody
as well as percussion

For a Workshop one musician is suﬃcient, though without a doubt, two or more will
enrich the experience.

Dance with
Live Music

Duration

Fee

Fee for musician/s

Explination and comment

Workshop
Full Day

5 hours

1008 Euro

300 Euro / musician

For a Workshop one musician is suﬃcient, though without a doubt, two or more will
enrich the experience. Especially if we look at a 5 hours event, it will be quite a relief
and a great joy for the single musician, in case he has a friend on his side.

It is best to have two
musicians or more, in
order to have melody
as well as percussion

Additional Notes:

- All Prices are to be understood plus travelling, board and accomodation. Please make sure Paramjyoti has her own room. Simple accomodation
is fine.

- The announced fees for musicians are low estimates. Since Paramjyoti has many musician friends, who enjoy and take profit from participation,
these prices will be available in most cases. Sometimes she can work with local musician friends or those who want to get to know her work.
In this case, the fee might even be less. In case of collaborating with famous musicians, the fee will increase to about 500 or 1000 Euros per
musician.

- Take into consideration, that you may have to cover costs for the location and technical equipment, which needs the presence of a sound
engineer.

Calculate at least an hour before and after the event, in case you rent a space for the event, for set up and ending of the event.

- It is helpful to have a wooden floor in good shape ( without holes, furrows etc. ).
- Depending on the location and event, we need microphones and stands for the musicians. Paramjyoti herself often sings, too. Some musicians
do not need emplification, e.g. percussion, others might need two mikes, e.g. singer with harmonium.

